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It is extraordinarily
diHicult to write an introductory
tcxtbook on J .inguistics - I mean a
really introductory
book, taking nothing for granted - because of thc precarious
balance
which has to be maintained
bet,yeen o,'erestimating
thc audiencc
and o,'crsimplifying
the material.
Oversimplification
is pcrhaps an ol,,'ious dangcr - particularly
thcse days,
when the subject is developing
so rapidly, Thc danl-{cr of o,'crcstimating
one's audience
is not so obvious, however. In an informal sUn'c" of sixth-formers'
reactions to linguistic
terminology
some time ago, in which I prescnted
thcm "ith an introductory
book on
linguistics
and asked them to pick out and comment upon tcrms which they felt unsure
about, it was most illuminating
to sec that fcw citcd terms like 'phoneme'
or 'allomorph'
(these wc re accepted as obviously technical tcrms, which thc,' had to makc an effort to
understand),
No, the terms raised were of thc sort 'nati,'c spcakcr', 'informant',
'structure'
- terms which many pcople would hardly construc as 'tcchnical'
at all, and which would
tend not to be explained in an introductory
book,
I\1iss Wallwork's
book is I think thc bcst I h:I\'c sccn as rcg"n!s maintaining
the
above balancc at a genuinely introductory
le,'cl. Shc co"crs a grcat dcal of ground, and
presents everything
in an admirably
clear style, I ha"c :,[ready tricd it out on a fcw 'naiye
native speakers', and they had no trouble with it. It is ob,'iously a hook to bc rccommcndcd
to all beginners'
classes, The few criticisms
I fccl hm'c to bc madc ",ill not rcduce the
book's general value and impact for thc rc"dcr, as they "rc largcly conccrncd ,,'ith qucstions
of emphasis; but I think it is important
for thc tcacher who proposcs to make use of this
book to be fully awarc of the pcrspecti,'c
,yhich hc "'ill hm'c to add,
One thing to look out for is the parochiality
of hcr ,'icwpoint at many placcs, 'Linguists
in a way shc has just bccn discussing;
prefer, on the whole' she says (109), to use 'registcr'
but what necds to bc madc clear is that only a minority of the world's linguists make use
of the term (or even the concept) at all. Again, in discussing the role of linguistics in ELT,
she gives the unfortunate
impression
that thc NuHield Programme
at Uni,'ersity
College
London is the only rele"ant projcct (1+7); onc would expect at least a mention of the vast
schemes afoot in the United States, Thcse arc just t,,'o cxamples which indicate that this
is very much a British account of linguistics,
One might guess as much from reading her
Introduction,
but if shc is really aware of this bias, then somcthing ought to ha"e bccn said
more explicitly,
Most of the detailed points I would raise arc in conncxion
with thc chaptcrs on 'the
sounds of language'.
Here she bcgins with a major distinction
between 'scgmental'
and
'supra-segmental'
phonemes
(23), This boldface
dichoto~11Y immediately
strikes the
reader as being a central, organizing
principle
behind the chapters, and Miss \\'allwork
does in fact say that both typcs of phoneme arc 'equally important'
(25), But actually she
is only paying lip-service to the notion of supra-segmental
phoncmc, for whcn shc does get
down to discussing non-scgmental
phonology,
it is under the heading of 'stress and intonation',
and the tcrm 'phoncmc'
is ne''Cr morc mcntioned
(the rather vacuous words
'factors'
and 'components'
(+7) bcing used instead),
If onc doesn't belicve in phonemic
intonation
(and all of Miss \Y"lIwork's
terminology,
tr:l1lscription,
and gcncral approach
suggest that she doesn't), thcn why introducc
the boldface distinction
at all? A simple
opposition
between
segmental
(phoncmic)
phonologv
and non-segmcntal
phonology
would be more consistent,
and (as I belic,'e) theoreticalhI)JOIT satisfactory,
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While on the intonation section, I would strongly dispute the claim that the. attitudina!
(and the like) interpretations of intonational contrasts are based on rules which 'are as
much linguistic rules as the so-called "rules" of grammar' (49). There arc important
differences in kind between intonational and grammatical contrasts; and a surl1ciently
large number of scholars take this view to require some qualification to be made to the
above statement. Also, Miss Wallwork's examples of attitudinal implication of various
tones (54) are poor; and her use of the term 'intonation group' to refer to the utterance on
which a tune is used and not to the structural characteristics of the tune itself is strange
(50).
There are one or two other phonetic points. The cardinal diagrams are badly out of
proportion (if this is deliberate, it seems quite unnecessary); there is a paragraph on pitch
which is very oddly introduced into the middle of a section dealing with segmental
articulatory characteristics (34); the first use of the phrase 'narrow phonetic transcription'
(20, cf. also 23) is unexplained, though this is by no means self-evidcnt to the beginner;
and why, after using Daniel Joncs's transcription throughout, does shc at the vcry end
of the phonetics chapter refer the interested reader to Gimson's book, which uses a different system? (45)
Some of the more misleading simplifications could have been easily avoided by the
addition of an adverb or two, and perhaps the second edition will do this. For example,
there is the definition of pitch with reference to vocal cord vibration only (34), or the
statement that 'whom' is now rare except in writing (but the prepositional constructions 'to whom', etc. - are by no means rare, especially in formal speech (16». The unfortunate
analogy between speech and fingerprints turns up again (99). And there are a few oddities
in the discussion of various grammars. One type of grammar is called 'scientific' (i.e. it
'attempts to provide a logical and self-consistent account of how language works' (120»;
now, whatever 'how language works' means, there is an unfortunate (and I'm sure quitc
unintentional) impression given that 'scientific' grammars are being opposed to the grammars already mentioned, which include 'generative'
and 'descriptive' grammars!
Another unexpected thing is to be told that traditional grammar is scientific also, and has
'a solid theoretical basis' (120). Now this is surely untruc for the kind of traditional grammar Miss 'Vallwork is talking about (unless 'solid' means 'densc' here?). It is thc very
absence of explicit and precise theory in traditional grammar which makes linguists so
unhappy with it, as she is well aware from the subsequent discussion. But the term
'scientific' should not be loosely used in this way.
There is a short section of suggestions for further reading and a short bibliography,
though this contains a few errors. Enkvist should be added to Gregory & Spencer for the
book on Linguistics and Style; the authors H. and H. E. Palmer arc the same; and the
entry for Quirk & Crystal is back to front. Finally, it is odd to give beginners the De
Saussure Cours in the 1965 French edition, when the cheap translation is available; and
the new editions of Quirk and Strang should be mentioned.
It is not normal to spcnd so much spacc in an academic journal on introductory books
of this kind. That 1 have done so simply substantiates my view that this book is an important contribution to the literature at this level.
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